
The specialist for fastening technology

Construct high-quality stone patios quickly 
and easily
Anyone who has ever build a traditional stone patio will know that this 
always takes a great deal of time and effort when done using 
conventional materials. Every single stone slab must be laboriously 
aligned in order to achieve a uniform overall finish. Even a tiny 
difference in the joint width or support height has an adverse effect on 
the appearance of the entire patio surface.
Eurotec’s new stone system minimizes the effort required to construct a 
stone patio. You simply need a load-bearing subsurface, the  
aluminum joist system and structural stone slabs, pavers, or board-
decking as your finished deck surface.

In this completely new type of system, called “Stone-Clips” are used to 
lay the stone or porcelain slabs on a special aluminum substructure. 
The aluminum substructure lies either directly on the subsurface or on 
Buzon BC-Series adjustable pedestals. These adjustable-height screw-
jack pedestalas allow you to set up the entire substructure in an 
extremely time-saving and straightforward manner.

ALUMINUM JOIST SYSTEM
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Call us   - -

sales hdgbuildingmaterials.com

www.hdgbuildingmaterials.com

Building stone decks and patios has never been so easy
- -       sales hdgbuildingmaterials.com









HDG Building Materials
Commercial | Luxury Residential | Municipal

5317 NW Goodwin Loop
Camas, WA 98607

503.360.9551
sales@hdgbuildingmaterials.com

Providing Architects and Builders with 
Superior Paving, Decking and Pedestal Products. 

Commercial | Luxury Residential | Municipal

Sales Representatives

Sales representatives for HDG Building 
Materials are located in the Pacific 
Northwest, Southern California, and 
Iowa. 

Outside of those regions? No problem, 
we are happy to serve. Please contact 
us at 503.360.9551

Extended Team

We can also provide technical 
consultation and installation training 
for projects that involve Buzon 
Pedestals. Please contact us to discuss 
your particular needs. HDG Building 
Materials also has a network of 
experienced installers in many major 
cities. Please contact us for 
introductions or referrals.

HDG Building Materials is an expert dealer 
for Buzon Pedestals  International. 

HDG provides architectural
sales and support in North America.
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